How to build a racing drone?
Good and always updated guide (https://www.fpvknowitall.com/ultimate-fpv-shopping-list/ ):
Frame – where all the components are attached to.
Purple215 – 4mm carbon fiber arms to make the drone be really tough and resist to almost any impact.
Receiver – connects with the transmitter and receiver (as the name says) information regarding where the pilot
wants the UAV to go.
FrSky XSR – receiver with telemetry and SBUS protocol, what makes the response time low. FrSky is a
brand known for being trustworthy.
Motor – what make the propellers spins and the generated pull allows the UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) to fly.
RaceStar 2205 2300kv (that stands for the size and the number before “kv” stands for how many rotations
it makes per volt). This type of motor can have a high amount of thrust, what stands for making a fast drone. In
big areas, the aircraft can reach up to 50 mph (estimate speed based on ground calculation).
ESC – The electronic speed controller, as its name tells, is responsible for controlling the motor speed. This
difference between motors speed is what makes the drone be able to fly.
LittleBee Spring BlHeli_S 30A – reliable and powerful solution to handle these power-hungry motors.
Flight controller – Where all the math is made to maintain the technological device on the air. There are 3 types:
1. Normal (you need a PDB when using conventional escs)
Usually used with 4-in-1 escs (no need for a pdb)

Lumenier F4

2. All-in-one: it has a PDB (power distribution board), voltage regulator and OSD (on screen display) built-in.

Kakute F4
AIO

1. Motor signal pads
2. Power to the ESCs
3. The place where you
solder a xt60 plug for the
battery.
Xt60 connector

3. All-in-one with 4-in-1 esc: you just need to solder the motors and the receiver.

RaceStar F4S
– similar to
cicada F4

The one I am using: Holybro Kakute F4 AIO FC – one of the best on the market. Really well-known brand https://oscarliang.com/review-holybro-kakute-f4-aio-fc/ (review)
Steps to make a drone:
1. Choose parts/components (oscarliang list and rotor builds):
https://oscarliang.com/250-mini-quad-part-list-fpv/ - parts
https://rotorbuilds.com/ - a place to find real builds and compare prices.
https://oscarliang.com/top-5-best-fc-mini-quad/ - Top 5 Flight controllers (last seen on sept 2017)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7ibp01fgC8s – best motors for the value (Joshua Bardwell).
What I recommend? Look at these websites and then, if you are in doubt, just look on google for a review,
which will show a vision from a real person about the product.
2. Sites like banggood, aliexpress and gearbest are cheaper, but they are slow on sending stuff (you maybe
will end up paying an extra for shipping if are in a hurry). Sites that have American warehouses are usually
a bit pricier, but they deliver in a much faster time (even with the free shipping option).
3. Unpack and check if you have everything you ordered. Put every component in a separate place. That way
you’ll have the chance to see the big picture and choose what you want to do first.
Assembling process:
 Motors: install them on the frame (put screws and tight them up). There is
a correct position to put them. Usually there is a label showing the direction
that they should spin (there are 2 different types of motors). The left forward
one spins CW (Clockwise). After you know the correct direction of one, you
can just install the other using this rule: if that motor spins this way, the one
next to him spins the other way. Illustrative image on the right.
 ESCs: there are 2 types of esc. The 4-in-1 and the non-4-in-1. At the conventional type, the escs are placed
in the arm of the frame and the 4-in-1 is placed on the center (next or at the flight controller). Both types
need to be soldered to the motors. Each wire goes into one pad (metallic surface). Look into soldering tips
(oscarliang) for more information. When that’s done, (conventional type) you just need to solder the signal

wires into the flight control board and the power wires to the power distribution board (that are in the
flight controller itself in some cases). The modern ones have well positioned places to solder them.
 Flight controller: at this point, it should already be in the center of the drone, mounted with nylon spacers,
usually provided with FC’s.
✓ CHECK PART – stop and take a deep breath. Look to see if you soldered everything correctly; positive
on positive pads, negative on negative pads, signal wire into motor pads, etc.
 Solder the XT60 connector into the PDB if you have not done that yet. Plug in a battery and see if
everything seems ok. After some seconds unplug the battery and check the temperature of the components.
If everything is cold, that is time to plug a micro usb cable into the computer.
 Flashing betaflight (drone firmware for racing drones).
1. First you need to have google chrome installed on your computer.
2. At the chrome web store, look for betaflight configurator. Install and open it.
3. Click on “connect button” and see if you can see an image of a quadcopter. If the answer is yes,
just hit disconnect, disconnect the flight controller and go to the firmware flasher page. There you
need to select the correct version of the firmware (usually provided at the manual). Click on “load
firmware” and wait.
4. After that, you need to connect the FC holding the boot button, what will put the component in a
DFU mode.
5. At this point you will probably need to install the firmware driver (which is not automatically
installed): zadig is one very popular solution (there is also another one at the bibliography that is
easier, but will not always work).
6. Search on the internet and download its latest version.
7. Click on “list all devices” and then select STM32 bootloader.

8. Hit “replace driver”. Reconnect the motherboard after that (holding the boot button). Go back to
betaflight and select these items:

Hit flash and wait. If everything went as they should, a bar showing “flashing” and then
“PROGRAMMING SUCESSFUL” should appear. Sometimes it does not work at the first try, so just keep
trying. Then, we should be ready to go -> Video that can help: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhKxmzFiqA

 Now it’s time to setup the flight controller. The first thing you should do is calibrate the accelerometer
(under configuration tab). Make sure the flight controller is in a “comfortable” (without any shake) and
leveled position, otherwise you may want to repeat this process after you close the drone.
 Now come back to the first tab and see if the movements of the drone are correct. Example, If you turn
the drone forward, the green part (of the illustration) should show that. If that is wrong, you need to go to
the configuration tab and change the yaw settings (90 degrees or 270 degrees, usually).
 Now it’s time to solder the receiver. Most flight controllers have a PPM and a SBUS port. I am going to
explain how to setup the SBUS protocol with a XSR receiver. If you are using a different receiver, just
search on google for it (also, there is an article on the bibliography)
1. Firstly, you need to solder the power on a 5v output.
2. Find the SBUS wire and solder it to a pad that says “SBUS” .
3. Now bind your receiver with your radio.
Usually there is a manual with the receiver and transmitter. On FrSky products, you need to power
the receiver with the button being pressed. The lights should blink green. Now, on your

transmitter, just go to radio settings (I have a Taranis), then model setup, and go all the way down
here there is a bind button. Before clicking there, select internal RF and select the mode D16.
4. Now select bind. The receiver should stop blinking now.

5. Reboot both your drone and the transmitter.
6. Now, on the betaflight configurator (and with the board connected), go to the configuration tab.
7. There, select serial-based receiver and then select SBUS on the protocols list, hit save.

8. Now, go to the ports tab and select the UART3 as “Serial Rx” and then hit “save and reboot”.

9. This time we need to go to the receiver tab and make sure that your channels are moving correctly.
If you have a FrSky or turnigy controller, you need to change the channel map to TAER1234 (look
at your radio mixer configuration). Also, make sure that the values vary from 1000 to 2000 (check
if the “Stick min” and “Stick max” are correct, if not, change it) and when the stick is released, the
value should be 1500 (unless the throttle).
 After making sure that it is all working, it is time to setup the motors and ESCs.
1. Download the BlHeli extension on google chrome and then open it.
2. Click connect button and hit read setup.
3. If it reads everything (saying its name and all that stuff), you can hit flash all. Select the latest
firmware and wait until it is all done.
4. Close the blheli-configurator
5. Get back to the betaflight configurator. On the configurator tab select the “ESC/Motor protocol”
of the esc. The blheli_s series ESCs use Dshot-600. If you are using a not so new model, just look
at google on how to calibrate it. Hit save and reboot.

6. Go to the motor section. Increase the speed of the motors just a
bit, one by one, and see if the direction they are spinning are the
same as the one on the photo below.
7. If the motor is spinning on the opposite direction, take a note of
its number. Close the betaflight configurator. Open the blheliconfigurator and change the motor direction from the motors
that are spinning wrongly to “reversed”.
8. Check your work (if motors are spinning on correct direction)! If you did something wrong, just
go back and redo it.
 Time to assign flight modes switches:
1. On your transmitter, go to model setup. On the mixer tab, assign a channel (can’t be one of the 4
first) to a 3 way switch. Check the link below if you have any problem. On the modes tab click on
add on the mode angle, horizon, arm and airmode. Now change “aux 1” to [channel x – 4] –> do
that on every mode.
2. “Arm” should cover from 1/3 to the end.
3. “Angle” should cover the middle (1/3 -> 2/3)
4. “Horizon” and “airmode” should cover the end (2/3-> end)
5. Hit save.
6. When you put the switch you assigned on the middle position and push the throttle up, the motors
should spin. At the end of the switch, motors spin freely even without throttle, due to the activation
of the “airmode”.
Help - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBB6DApL9G4 – how to assign a switch on Taranis radio.
Source: How to setup betaflight 3.2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JkggzZySIqs (Joshua Bardwell)
To finalize: Use spacers usually provided to mount the FC and the ESC (in case you
are using a 4-in-1 ESC).

1. In case of conventional ESCs, use double-sided tape or zip-ties to attach then to the frame arm.
2. Make sure there isn’t anything on the way of the ESCs.
3. If even after checking all the steps you can’t arm your copter, please watch this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0S3HTQihxs
We are almost done! Make the last check and put the propellers. The “R” props are
placed on motors that spins CW. The others are just mirrored, as we passed through
when talking about the motors.
HOW TO FLY IT? – you need to already know how to do fly a drone already – these steps is just to teach how
to activate it. If you can’t do it really well, just look at this link (https://uavcoach.com/how-to-fly-a-quadcopterguide/ )
1. Plug in the battery and wait some seconds.
2. Ensure that you are in a levelled ground.
3. Turn on your transmitter and flick the 3-way-switch to the middle position.
4. Slowly increase throttle to make it gain altitude.
5. Use roll and pitch to change the angle and make it move.
6. Use yaw to rotate the drone in its axis.
7. Then, if you want to land, move the drone to a good and levelled place and start decreasing the throttle
input.
P.S. If the drone seems to move to one direction
even without not applying any stick input, just go
back

to

betaflight

and

recalibrate

the

accelerometer. Making sure that each channel is
on 1500 help too.

DRANI

Advanced setup: PID tuning - https://youtu.be/4sjXJ5HoU_c
– Joshua Bardell video that teaches how to tune your quad. It will fly
ok without any change, but there is a big chance it will fly a lot better

Wiring and soldering job done.

after being “fine-tuned”.

The step-by-step guide just cover the assembling of a non-FPV drone. Below I will explain some
concepts about it, but I won’t get deep on it:
FPV stands for First Person View. A live video coming from a camera attached to a Vtx (video
transmitter) is displayed on a goggle (yes, just like virtual reality). This way, the pilot can feel like he is inside the
aircraft, what is cool; it’s a “different” experience to say the least. It isn’t easy, though. OSD, something I
mentioned somewhere on the text, as the name “on screen display” is a technology that shows information on the
live video feed, such as battery usage, signal power and etc…
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